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	Our Products

Your Local Source For Quality Window Treatments


Here at Blind Alley, we are proud to be known throughout the local area as most homeowner's first choice when it comes to high quality window treatments for their homes. We have a wide variety of different, high quality options to match any home design to make sure you always get exactly what you need to maximize the comfort and beauty of your home. From brand new shutters and blinds to help you cut down on glare and reduce the heat in your home, to luxurious shades to provide your home with a greater degree of privacy, we have everything you need to transform your home into the home you've always wanted it to be. Our team of professionals are Norman certified in both sales and installation, and our professional design team can help you comb through all of the various options before you to ensure you find the right one to tie your home together just like you want it. When it comes to your home's window treatments, we believe you should never have to settle for anything less than the best, and when you make the call to our team of experts here at Blind Alley, you never will.
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    Custom Shutters

    There are few window treatment options out there that can provide you with the timeless beauty of new custom shutters. Here at Blind Alley, we have a wide variety of high quality, custom shutters for you to choose from, including options from Norman Window Fashions and Norman International. Whether you are looking for real wood, faux wood, or even composite shutters, we have options available to ensure you get exactly what you are looking for from your home.

    Read More
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    Traditional Blinds

    Traditional blinds are a highly versatile window treatment option that can work well with just about any home design imaginable. Here at Blind Alley, we have a wide variety of different options available for you to choose from, including real wood and faux wood options in both traditional style and cordless. We can even help you find blinds for odd shaped windows, like those in your wood arches, and vertical blinds to help you control the amount of light and heat that comes through your large glass doors and windows.

    Read More
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    Traditional Shades

    When you are looking for an efficient way to enhance the interior aesthetic of your home while eliminating a great deal of the heat and glare that comes through your windows at the same time, you might want to give consideration to our full line of traditional shades. We have options available in a number of different styles, whether you are looking for honeycomb and cellular shades to give your windows an extra layer of insulation, or you are looking for something that will stay down when you need, and stay out of the way at all other times, like roller and Roman shades. We even have a wide array of high quality woven wood and bamboo shades available for you to choose from if you would prefer the warmth that natural wood brings to the interior of your home.

    Read More
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    Modern Shades

    If the more traditional shade options aren't your style, we do have a number of different, modern shade options that we're sure you will love. Whether you are looking for versatile combi or dual shades to give you complete control over how much light you allow through your windows, or you are looking for more sheer shade options, whether standard or vertical, to help you filter and soften the light coming through your windows instead of blocking it entirely, we have just what you need.

    Read More
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    Motorization

    we have been helping local homeowners find and install the high quality window treatment solutions they need for their homes, and we have no intention of slowing down anytime soon. We pride ourselves on our ability to interact directly with our customers and provide them with the knowledgeable service they need to help them find the perfect window treatment options for their homes. If you have any questions about our full line of high quality window treatments or motorization services, give us a call today.

    Read More
  




        

        If you are looking for professional window treatment services in the Frisco area, give us a call today at 214-289-9383 or complete our online request form. 



Recent Articles

	3 Benefits Of Motorized Window Shades
	If you are one of the many Frisco homeowners out there who have been intrigued by the idea of motorized shades for some time but have never really sat down to consider all of the benefits they can bring to your home, this article is for you. For many homeowners all over the country, motorized…

	Read More




		4 Advantages To Making Window Blinds Your Window Treatment Choice
	If you are looking for a fast and effective way to transform the overall design and aesthetic of the interior of your home, installing new window blinds is easily one of the best ways to do so. Your window treatments play a large role in the overall interior design and beauty of your home, but…

	Read More
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        Customer Reviews

      
        
          I've had the shutters built and installed by Blind Alley. It took them a few months for the delivery, and there were some kinks along the way (delivery came in a few batches). However, they are great, functional, and so far (knock on wood), no issues. It was great to work with Mike as well, I enjoyed having him around and talking with him. I sincerely wish Blind Alley all the success in the Dallas area, and anywhere else they are doing business.

            - Ashwin M.

            Read More

          I've bought shutters for my entire Condo from Blind Alley. Steve brought many samples of blinds and shutters with him to choose from. My neighbors, Visitors and (of course) I love my Window-Shutters. Excellent Quality. The installation guys were very professional. Very happy with the purchase. Blindsonthenet Rocks!! Thank you, Steve Embury.

            - Romie P.

            Read More

        

      

    

  





  
    
      Company

      ©  Blind Alley, All Rights Reserved

      Blind Alley
    Mailing address:

      
        84 Kristin Dr.

        Pottsboro, TX 75076

        Phone: 214-289-9383
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        Frisco, TX
        Prosper, TX
        Celina, TX
        Little Elm, TX
        McKinney, TX
        Allen, TX
        The Colony, TX
        Carrollton, TX
        Southlake, TX
        Keller, TX
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        Gunter, TX
        Sherman, TX
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